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This British Academy-funded international conference drew speakers from the UK, US, Australasia and Europe and 
covered themes as diverse as State subsidy and new music; elitism and popularity; historical studies of conductors 
and conducting; studies of particular orchestras, including their civic settings; orchestras and þlm music; politics and 
cultural policy; the role of orchestras in music reception and audience creation (principally in the US); and recording 
practice.  In the call for papers, the organisers, Roddy Hawkins and Duncan Boutwood, had emphasised an interest 
in a comparative approach to the cultural study of the symphony orchestra, in the belief that this would better 
illuminate local and national idiosyncrasies. In this respect especially, the conference exceeded all expectations. 
Overall, there was a combination of positive energy and community, intellectual generosity and, above all, consistent 
critical insight. The conference focused on work-in-progress papers for the most part, and allowing plenty of
discussion time after each presentation, especially useful for research students in reþning methodologies. Themes 
that received particular attention included gender studies (a study of a womens’ orchestra in inter-war France); the 
cultural situation of orchestras in an age of public subsidy for the arts (on incing public Broadcasting bodies), and their 
role in public policy formation (cultural settings for musical study are increasingly in the ascendent in present-day 
musicology, and this aspect was well-reÿected in our conference); historical studies of the orchestra and its changing 
repertoire (principally in major European musical centres such as Vienna, London and Paris, but also in emergent 
US cities in the nineteenth century and in the Far East in the twentieth); and studies of performance and audience 
behaviours, reÿecting a recent emergent trend in musicology to regard musical performance as being an ôembodiedõ 
culture within which music transcends a textual representation and becomes behaviour. Other key themes included 
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necessity of reductionism. Alan Marsden’s (Lancaster) keynote described his research designing algorithms for the 
computational analysis of the voice-leading relationships between Mozartõs themes and their variations. His þndings 
– that at the middleground level a theme is no more similar to its own variations than it is to another theme’s 
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Medieval Song Network Workshop 2010
The þrst of a pair of workshops hosted by the newly-established Medieval Song Network was held in Senate House, 
University of London, on 6th and 7th September 2010 and attended by around þfty national and international 




